
Before we can under-

stand whether God is 

male or female, we need to clearly 

understand that we ourselves are neither male nor 

female. We are at core spiritual beings, souls, 

whereas our gender refers only to our shell, our 

physical bodies. Our spiritual identity is eternal, 

our gender is transient. According to the law of 

last thought described in the Bhagavad-gita ( 8.5), 

we attain in our next life a body as per the 

thought that predominates our consciousness at 

the last moment of this life. So a male in this life 

may become a female in the next life, if the person 

dearest to him happens to be a female and vice 

versa. Hence both male chauvinism and femi-

nism are two sides of the 

counterfeit coin of physi-

cal misidentification. 

Only when we distance 

ourselves from our tempo-

rary physical gender will 

be freed from the ideologi-

cal preconceptions that are 

inevitably dragged into 

discussion on the gender of 

God. So in the conven-

tional sense of the words 

'male' and 'female' where 

these refer to bodily gen-

der, God is neither. 

Yet God is both too - as seen in the worship of Di-

vine Couples in the Vedic tradition. The highly 

inclusivistic Vedic definition of God as the source 

of everything, the cause of all causes, leads natu-

rally to an egalitarian understanding of God – as 

both male and female. Lets consider the divine 

couple Radha- Krishna. Here Radha personifies 

the primordial cosmological feminine principle 

and Krishna the primordial cosmological mascu-

line principle. Sometimes personification is mis-

taken to be a mere literary device, but this mis-

conception overlooks the omni-dimensional all-

encompassing nature of divinity. So Radha and 

Krishna are not symbols denoting metaphysical 

principles. As divine embodiments, they are fully 

concrete, particular individuals, yet they are, so 

to say, universal individuals, being wholly identi-

cal with the ontological principles they personify.  

Krishna is compared to the sun and Radha to the 

sunshine. Though the sunshine comes from the 

sun, to say that the sun is superior to or exists 

prior to the sunshine is incorrect—as soon as there 

is a sun, there is sunshine. More important, the 

sun has no meaning without sunshine, without 

heat and light. And heat and light would not ex-

ist without the sun. So the sun and the sunshine co

-exist, each equally important for the existence of 

the other. It may be said that they are simultane-

ously inconceivably one and different 

(achintyabhedabheda tattva). Likewise, the sin-

gular Absolute Truth manifests as the plural 

Radha-Krishna for the sake of loving reciproca-

tion. One person, two 

personalities; incon-

ceivable identity in 

diversity. Hence the saint Bhaktivinoda Tha-

kura sings, "Just as there is no sun without 

sunshine, I do not accept Krishna without 

Radha."  

The Gita explains that God is the source, the es-

sence and the best of everything. So, of worshipers 

of God, God alone is the best. Therefore, as 

Radha, God is the supreme worshiper, and as 

Krishna, God is the supreme worshiped. both par 

excellence. In terms of tattva (philosophical 

truth), Krishna excels as the supreme controller 

and so the traditional reference to God as mascu-

line. But in terms of lila (divine loving ex-

changes), Radha excels by controlling Krishna 

with her selfless spiritual love. Krishna is cele-

brated as Madan-Mohan, the 

mesmerizer of Cupid, 

who mesmerizes every-

one, but Radha is glori-

fied as Madan-Mohan-

Mohini, the mesmer-

izer of the mesmerizer 

of Cupid. Moreover 
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Hare Krishna, I was really under sm pressure 

before reading such a nectarine article; now I 

got the answers to questions, which were 

really bewildering my mind. Thanks in tons.  

           - Shriya Kokil 

This SS is just amazing... I am very happy to 

read the real facts and I would like to send it 

to producer of serial if I come to know his 

email id. It is worth to post the printouts of 

this article on each hording of Ravana... to 

remove its ill effects. 

- Anil Timbe, Software Engineer, Geometric 

Software Solutions, Pune 

Thanks for this nice article. I hope it will help 

readers to choose a right role model in their life. 

            - Sanjay Mohite 

We invite readers to send their comments to 

ss@iskconpune.com. Selected comments will be pub-

lished in subsequent issues. Readers can please send their 

names, academic qualification, professional designations 

and place of residence. 


